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Name ____________________________ 

 
Metaphor the comparison of two UNLIKE things (does not use like or as).  

 

Extended Metaphor a comparison between two unlike things that continues throughout a series of 

sentences in a paragraph or lines in a poem. 

 

Symbol  using an object or action that means something more than its literal meaning.  

 The practice of representing things by means of symbols or of attributing symbolic meanings or 

significance to objects, events, or relationships. 

 A system of symbols or representations. 

 A symbolic meaning or representation.  

 

Allegory a form of extended metaphor, in which objects, persons, and actions in a narrative, are 

equated with the meanings that lie outside the narrative itself. The underlying meaning has moral, 

social, religious, or political significance, and characters are often personifications of abstract ideas as 

charity, greed, or envy. 

 Thus an allegory is a story with two meanings, a literal meaning and a symbolic meaning. 

 

Theme is the general idea or insight about life that a writer wishes to express. All of the elements of 

literary terms contribute to theme. A simple theme can often be stated in a single sentence. 

 "After reading (this book, poem, essay), I think the author wants me to understand......." 

 

Motif  recurrent thematic element in an artistic or literary work. 

 

Personification is giving human traits (qualities, feelings, action, or characteristics) to non-living 

objects (things, colors, qualities, or ideas). 

 

Anthropomorphism attribution of human qualities to nonhumans/inanimate objects. 

 

Hyperbole exaggeration is used for emphasis or effect; an extravagant statement. 

 

Figurative Language is a word or phrase that departs from everyday literal language for the sake of 

comparison, emphasis, clarity, or freshness. Metaphor and simile are the two most commonly used 

figures of speech, but things like hyperbole, synecdoche, puns, and personification are also figures of 

speech. 

Used well, figurative language enhances your fiction and can be an economical way of getting an 

image or a point across. However, used incorrectly, figurative language can be confusing or downright 

silly. 

Point of View determines through whose perspective the story is viewed. 
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